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About This Game

Hello Professor Watts here and I have some research to do on memory skills. I have assembled a wide variety of fresh fruits to
put our memory to the test. We can see how we're doing by completing matches in a specific amount of time and earning points

to track our overall progress. It would really help having someone sharp like yourself on my team to complete this research.
Complete 80 challenging randomized memory match puzzles and aim for a new top score each time you play.
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A very fun management style game. The campaign missions can get a bit repetive and the graphics are very old school, and
sometimes the game can act a bit inscrutible, but over all I've spent several hours on it and am still enjoying myself. Allows very
precise micromanagement which is my favorite thing, and you can build huge spawling parks or keep it smaller.. Decent gun if
not spectacular and the attachment is okay if you want to have both a small firepower and crit instead of much better single
firepower\/crit attachment. Of all the weapon dlc's this is probably the best, probably.. Asteroids inspired shooter with Path of
Exile style skill tree and classes & different ships to tinker with?
At a low mad price? And pleasant music on top?

How could I resist?

I couldn't.. Absolutely adore this game. There's three different level types with two characters for each.

- Action Stages for Sonic and Shadow
- Shooting Stages for Tails and Dr. Eggman
- Treasure Hunt Stages for Knuckles and Rouge

The game takes some getting used to for those new to it, as some features haven't aged so well. However, the gameplay smooths
out as you go through the levels, and the player eventually adapts to it. The story is actually quite interesting, and the characters
are fun to listen to despite the cheesiness. The Chao Garden is fun and offers a lot of replayability for the game, and provides
player incentive to revisit levels even if they aren't going for all 180 emblems. Boss fights are well constructed (mostly) and fun.
I strongly suggest this game.. Why would you release a second game when all of this could've been in a single patch or at most a
DLC for the first game? :/

I am really sorry, but I have to give it a thumbs down for now.

The pricing is Alright though, but I would not purchase it until the game will be developed further.. The Metascore is a sham.
Best Shmup on Stream so far!
It deserves a 90. every time i play the wall that i can sprtay on dosent render so i cant do anything please help. Brings me back to
my PS1 days, feels so much like a mechanized Raystorm to me. Its a very colorful entertaining game, and the videos don't really
do it any justice. There are starting to be some really good looking japanese shmups on STEAM, but this one plays so well too,
really does feel like a 2010's arcade machine. The only negative I see is the limitted credits. Seriously? I'm only a casual gamer
that just wants to finish the game. Yes its definitely only a 720P game, maybe even less ingame, but it still looks great! I
modded my PS1 and PS2 to play imports, this title would easily go for $70 all said and done to play it. Times are changing, no
longer as PC gamers do we need to rely on emulation to play games like this. This is a great game at a great price! I WANT
MORE! And honestly at this price, pretty much anyone can afford more! I do agree this game is underrated. Yes there are mech
shmups out there, some even pretty good. But as far as Japanese mech shmups go, this is number 1. I love anime and Japanese
culture in general, but this game captures the whole essence of what a Japanese arcade style mech shmup is all about. And
considering the price, its not about money, its about supporting your worldwide fans! The Japanese underground culture is great
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and all, but what about the rest of us who its just not accesible? This fills a much needed void for the rest of us, A HUGE
THANK YOU to studio G.rev! Hoping to buy more titles from you on STEAM in the very near future! I LOVE THIS
GAME!!!. The game has a nice sense of humor about itself and doesn't take itself too seriously. There's a lot of stuff to blow up
and the action can get pretty hectic. Some basic upgrade paths allow you to improve your tank between levels. But, it feels like a
Flash game with mediocre controls. Controller support with dual analog sticks would make it more enjoyable for me. After
playing the first few levels, it didn't grab me, and I had no desire to go back to it later. There are better shooters out there with
better controls and deeper mechanics.
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Nope. Had potential. Great graphics, plenty of options, but the dev is moving slowly and the physics and lack of multiplayer ruin
this game. I used to bowl (near pro level tournaments) and can't stand the fact that I can throw the ball down the lane overhand
and get better results than actually trying. There's a better option now. I will update this if things change.. The third installment
in the critically aclaimed saga, wide varieties of ships and difficulty options result in near limitless replay potential. The
phenomenal music brings my score to a solid 10/10. Enjoyable, relaxing escape game. I needed some time away from intense
games and this fit the bill.. ehm > fhm, it's true. Love charlotte.
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